Well-differentiated thyroid cancer with a minor poorly differentiated component: clonal heterogeneity through the prognostic role of CXCR4 and BRAF analysis.
Well-differentiated carcinoma (WDC) accounts for up to 90% of all thyroid cancers. The presence of a minor poorly differentiated (PD) component (mainly insular pattern) might represent an additional critical parameter for patients' prognosis and outcome. The role of both CXCR4 (a chemokine inducing cytoskeletal rearrangement and cell adhesion) and BRAF mutation have been studied in WDC (mainly papillary thyroid cancer and its variants), highlighting their critical role in tumor progression, local infiltration, and metastases. We discussed the clonal heterogeneity through the prognostic role of CXCR4 and BRAF mutation in WDC with a minor PD/insular component. Of our 16 WDC cases with a PD/insular component, up to 40% underwent surgery. The cases were subclassified according to the PD percentage as (1) <20% PD and (2) 20% to 40% PD, and were studied for CXCR4 expression and BRAF mutation. CXCR4 and molecular testing were distinctly performed on both components of each lesion. The majority of the cases (69%) showed an extrathyroid and metastatic dissemination. Regardless of the 2 categories, we had 8/16 (50%) patients with disease-free status. CXCR4 was negative in all 16 cases, whereas 3 of them (19%) had a mutated BRAF only in the WDC component of the lesion. WDCs with a minor PD pattern, even when <20%, showed more aggressive features than pure WDCs and should be entirely considered as PD carcinoma. The absence of CXCR4 expression and BRAF mutation in cancers with a minor PD component underlined different pathogenic and metastatic processes in comparison with WDCs.